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about the author

Tim van der Vliet lives in Amsterdam, the Netherlands with his wife 

and 4 children. Many of the insights are based on Tim’s own experi-

ences as a father and husband while others come from his observa-

tions and reflections. Tim spends as much time as possible sitting in 

front of his house doing nothing, so as to create space and time to be 

creative.

After a 13 year career in trading the financial markets het resigns and 

starts to write about life. He finds that a lot of inspiration for a good 

life is taught by his children. To name a few, children teach you to:

love unconditionally, give up discrimination, day dream, relax a bit - 

because what you put in you get back, live intuitively, take authority 

in one's own hands, be patient, love the people that are born in stead 

of sorrow for the people that went, love from a distance, let go of 

responsibilities that don't help you grow, co-create, have faith in fate, 

live with open eyes, feel alive, play and have fun in all the small steps 

to be made. 

Tim is also the author of Spiritual Awakening (the easy way),

which he wrote under the pseudonym Timotheus, which is his real 

official first name. However, it is the name he doesn't listen to...



I ntroduction
Children are the future. They are the seeds of what is to come. When 

I wrote this book my own children were aged twelve, ten and seven. 

And we are now blessed with a new baby. My wife and I are a mix of 

cultures, namely Japanese and Dutch. My children are hence double-

blooded (I never cared for the term ‘half ’).

In four chapters, Children - Life Teachers discusses raising, loving and 

understanding children (and parents) better. The chapters follow the 

chronology of a child’s (and thus parent’s) life, from birth to letting 

go.

The book starts off with Unconditional Love. Although some fathers

may disagree, looking after a newborn is really not the hardest part

of being a parent. It is so easy to love an innocent baby. Chapter two,

The Mirror reflects the fact that, as children grow up, they start to

copy their parents. When we feel we’ve had it this is often because we

see our own (imperfect) selves in our children. Further along this path 

a parent may find that it is smart if not essential, to let go a bit. This is

what Lose the Ego is about. Ego is based mostly on fear – and fear is

not a good advisor, neither in the education of children nor in life. In

the end there is hopefully, Peace of Mind. In this chapter you may see 

that the things that bring peace of mind are sometimes in the places 

where you didn't expect them to be. 

With this book, I hope to bridge the gap between children and

parents, and even young and old. Much like a child, every thought in

this book fits within the whole, but stands on its own too – so you can

open the book at random and start reading. I hope you have fun!
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person is 
a person, 
no matter 
how small
- Dr. Seuss -a
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The first time 

I feel this baby in my arms -

what innocence

no nonsense -

my heart is so warm,

so big

I feel love

love for this child

love for all  

love that is 

totally unconditional. 

Unconditional love
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At first 
I didn't 
know
you...

unconditional love .  21



Now... I don't know what I would do without you
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About ‘together people' 
from different countries, 
spaces, colours, 
skins, races and/or 
places
To mix is good

All the people that mix

and have kids

respect their children

They respect their spouses

and give up discrimination

In my kid's class

are twenty-five kids

and ten languages spoken, 

including Japanese, Moroccan and English

I am so happy to live in these times

and see around me

that.... 

... the colour 
of skin

is as the colour
 of the eyes.
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Sometimes at night

I get a kick in the eye

It's a kid straightening a knee 

I have no clue

what or who is on top of me

There's a fight

for space 

or a blanket

Sometimes 

my nights are tough

But there's so much warmth and love 

in this family

The kids, me and the mother

sleep all over each other...

unconditional love .  27

... At night
we are like 1
  at night 
we are a unity



You don't love me 1 much

You love me 2 much
by Rosie (2 years old)
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It has been a while
with my bare feet in the sand
on my face a big smile
The sun is up high
and so am I
I take a dip in the pool
let the waves collide against my face
I dry off
try not to get burned
My energy level reaches the sky
The mix of sun and sea
is true healing to me
Oh yes, I feel alive!

I see a beautiful girl
and some kids around
and then
a shock, astounded,  
these kids look like me!
My heart is warm 
full of love
I feel like a king
So happy 
because this time
I am not daydreaming.

on a
holidaY

unconditional love .  3130  .  unconditional love
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The mirrorThe mirror

Step 2

the mirror .  3332  .  the mirror
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My baby
always tells me what to do

as if I am a child
Full of love but so strict:

"Where is your money?"
"Where are your keys?"

Maybe you think I exaggerate
but c'mon honey

take it easy
you're not even

eight.
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About kids and karma

What goes around comes around
they say
But with these children to raise
I really start to understand this phrase
If I am moody, short-tempered 
and not focused on them
my little friends
get rowdy
When I on the other hand
show compassion and love 
when I'm being a friend
these children become true masters of 'Zen'

In other words,
what goes in must come out.
The karmic message here in fact 
is that what you put in.

you get   

7 times :) 
back.

7 times :) 
back.

7 times :) 
back.

7 times :) 
back.

7 times :) 
back.

7 times :) 
back.

7 times :) 
back.  
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Every day

he's put in front of the TV

with a lollipop 

His sugar level is up high

and the TV shows it's fine

to hit, kick and spit.

I know this kid
he always 
hits, kicks 
and spits

<--------------------------

Mummy is screaming at him
The poor boy

confused as he is
doesn't know anymore 

what good or bad is 



We cannot blame the little boy

How do we tell daddy and mummy

that the kid is going in a direction 

that they don't want him to

How do we tell them

that what goes in must come out

and that is the reason the little boy 

screams and shouts

while he could be meek...

I hope the parents, 
instead of being 
angry with their 
child, or themselves

can                 
read.             

<----------------------
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$#!%
Did she just say $#!%?
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History is history

Let's forget about history

and drop our aggressive reality

Because all the things we are taught:

the wars in the past, 

that humans are bad,

ill, 

brought to us to murder and kill

Kids think: 

So is that too

what we are supposed to do?

I guess that must be true...

This is maybe not what we want

but it is what we do

Teaching the monkey-dos

the history of our truth

MOnKEY SEE, MOnKEY DO

They copy you

and do exactly

what you don't want them to...

... Hello!

Is this me, my mind 

seeing things not ought to

or is this really true?

Instead of history,

give a lesson in meditation,

the Ohm song

and sitting without motion

You know a bit 

of that 'clear the mind' theory sh!t

The hour of history

is now history

and becomes the hour of spirituality.



egoLose the

Step 3
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we gain knowledge
but lose intuition
That's why our ambition
should be to learn from our children
OK, we take care of the little players
but they give us higher spirits

Spirits of love,
intuition, joy, 
and absolute truth
is what we learn from their youth

If you let your kids lead the way
on a holiday
you train your intuition 
as you connect with them while they play

Because the essence
of the intuitive path
is taught in their lessons. 

When 

we
grow 
 

lose the ego .  49
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You are a happy parent

with a little two-year old boy

now out on a holiday

put your son down

and let him lead the way

no more "c'mon big guy"

Just sit down

Be silent and wait

Take time and face your happy fate

I did this 

and got the following insight:

This boy is here on Earth

to be my guide.  

Exercise



My children tell me
"Hey big guy!
Did you know 
that after the age of 25 

SHRInK??!"YOU
But instead of shrinking
I grow
'cause I see their smiles 
and the twinkle in their eyes...
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KIDS please listen for a bit. You know your parents 

and what they claim - raising you or whatever they call it.

It's a bit insane. Your parents (daddy in his silly outfit)

they are so big and bring in the money. They tell you where 

to sit and what they permit. But you know those fools 

need some education too. So beware: if they show behaviour

that you don't identify with, you can correct them.

Deep down, they too know that you young, free and 

spontaneous are the true pioneers in this Universe.

So please, when in doubt about your parents, 

SHOUT IT OUT! Tell them you are the one to follow, 

that is if they want to live in flow. Your youth, intuition and 

dreaming are the things your parents could be experiencing. 

Maybe in time, the parents will be fine. They will see that 

the children's lessons are true blessings, in a happy life 

that makes you shine. For every kid there comes a time 

when it all turns around. You may be still young but

raising the parents is what has to be done.



(A note to my mother on the previous story)

Dear Mummy,

You know what I always claim:

that children raise their parents

so all of them can explore their talents

And luckily you think the same

But

will be honest

will tell truth

you give me new insight

As a true life teacher

you tell it exactly as it is

especially when it is

about me 

and how I raise the kids.
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Daddy: 
"Mats 

I'm really losing my patience now..."

father and sonA conversation between
Mats: (3 years old) 

"Daddy                    

I am not."              



My daughter (10) knows best
But then, sometimes 

at breakfast
she can be loud

I tell her:

"Listen, it just doesn't work like that

If you shout and command

you really don't get what you want

When you're polite

and treat us with a little respect

we like your act

and will agree with what you say

so you can follow your own way" 

Politeness is the lubricant 
of a good conversation

As a last act

she knocks down a little statue of Buddha

and breaks off his head...

... I pause for a second,

try not to lose my head

I smile and say
"don't worry
we'll glue the good man's 
head back on”
My girl looks at me from the corner of her eyes.

She smiles.
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I see my kids and their education

What they learn at school

is the dualistic view,

the world of good and bad,

happy and sad

I see them grow

and have their path

now I think I know, 

I want to take care,

be the dad 

that spreads a bit of light

So I tell them stories about the universe

and that they should forget these lessons they learn at school,

these lessons of the past

that people are ill,

brought to us to murder and kill...

... Instead of listening,

they give me this funny look

They roll with their eyes

and you can hear them think:

"OMG*

here he goes again!"

I get the message

and laugh with them

More importantly, I forget

the words I wanted to spread

so as to let them have their own path

and move ahead.

* Oh my God

lose the ego .  63
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a moment of insight

(straight to the face)

Daddy, 
You really
don't understand 
anything
about anything,
do you...? 
 

 

 

Daddy looks at her with big eyes and thinks:

"She might be right" 



In the house where my children grow up

there is a climbing wall

a wall with climbing bricks on it

So they climb so natural

From age two

it's all they do

Then at age four

little pros they are

In the park

you can see them go

in full confident mode

I am there

to watch it with a smile

to see my daughter

act without fear

no harm is done

All that can happen, if she falls,

is a broken arm...

lose the ego .  6766  .  lose the ego  
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Around me

parents start to freak out

because my girl is balancing

at a height

on one foot

while turning around

I crack a joke:

"A broken arm is not the end"

They gaze my way

like sheep

So, to shake it up a bit more

I sit down

relax

and pretend to fall asleep...



 Anymore.

Sometimes fate hits you hard

This morning 
at school
she said

she didn't want 
a goodbye kiss 

No

kissing

70  .  lose the ego lose the ego .  71



If you love something
        Set it free

72  .  lose the ego lose the ego .  73

(words of a friend)

Okay, I am officially an adult

just turned 18 

I am trying to get a hold 

on what this means

I don't know what I want

but I do know what I don't

I know it's about me this time

but still mummy is talking 

in the back of my head

It is time to cut this line

Sweet mum

I do respect

and most of all love you

But now it is my turn

I make my own decisions

It is time

to let me go. 



Sometimes in my family
I try to be nice
but what I get
is a sneer to the face
I know we are all just growing up
but today I've had it
completely
Maybe I am not so in tune after all
Call this a call:
today is about and for me
I deserve to be treated with respect
If you cannot do that
then all I can do 
is neglect to play this game with you
 

Bye
bye
 have a nice time
Today this guy
 is not giving 
AnYTHInG back. 
(I guess my ego is having an attack...)
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I ask my daughter:

“Honey, what is the time?”

“It's time to change Daddy

...time to change”

Huh?!
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Some kids you better level with to live with
If you do the: "Listen to me because I say so"
they will look you straight in the eye and tell you:

"Don't you tell me what to do
because don't you know, you fool,
that I am here to educate you?"

78  .  lose the ego  

you
better

Some
kids

level with 

to LIVE 
with

lose the ego .  79



To love the family:

the children, your wife,

or other side

doesn't mean staying together 

for - the sake of - the kids

The righteous path

can be to break up

Sometimes it is just better to say bye-bye

and let the love for our little ones

be the spark of the divine.

Thought: It's all impermanent after all. 
80  .  lose the ego  lose the ego .  81
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I promised myself

never to raise my voice

at the kids

But sometimes it's hard to keep

especially in the morning

when they put toothpaste

on my clean jeans 

Then, if I raise my voice

and regret it

I think afterwards:

it's okay

as long it's not chronic anger

as long it's not everlasting

as long as I blame myself

instead of my kids

for these insecure thoughts in my head

It is really good enough 

the way we do it.
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In this trip called life and having a child there are moments of joy and 

moments in which you've had it. Unlike a book or a laptop you cannot 

shut off your little sprout (which is sometimes exactly what I want to do 

when they shout out loud). To have children and to educate them can be 

a true exercise in patience. But you chose for this life, remember that. 

The ultimate togetherness 
(whether you like it or not) 
is having a child.
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I was 11

he was 37

It never crossed my mind

that people die

We went on a holiday

with the family,

my father, mother and the brother

We came home

with a gap

because Daddy went to the other side

Later in life

I understood it was meant to be

because here in the now

this is just the way it is:

The people you love die

neighbours, friends and family

On the other hand

people you love

are reborn. . .

again and again and again and 
again and again and again and 
again and again and again and 
again and again and again and 
again and again and again and 
again and again and again and 
again and again and again and 
again and again and again and 
again and again and again and 
again and again and again and 
again and again and again and 
again and again and again and 
again and again and again an88  .  peace of mind



(sorry mum)

90  .  peace of mind peace of mind .  91

True adulthood

is never following advice you didn't ask for

This way, authority is not given away

but taken back

If somebody is emptying his mind on you

and you are sure you didn't ask for it

you can leave this advice behind

Like this text 

other people's truths

are not yours

They are 2nd hand.

 

most adults don't know this



In a newspaper in Japan, an ad: 

BABYSITTIng LeSSOnS fOR gRAnnIeS

gRAnDMAMMIeS AnD gRAnDDADDIeS

I thought

Hmm... yes!

Here's my fantasy I confess:

We in the West

don't really worry about granny

We don't really

do our best

What if we let her speak?

With patience 

meek in a way

we listen to what she has to say

With her experience we should let her be

the teacher of our little kiddies

HALLeLujAH!

AnD We, THe pARenTS, ARe fRee

TO WORk 

TRAveL 

STuDY

BuT MOST Of ALL 

pARTY! 
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Love from 
a distance

This family

the mother and the kids

is normally around

Then sometimes

on a holiday

or business trip

I'm alone

without those little nitwits :) 

Separated in body

but not in spirit

Then there is this feeling called miss

I miss my girl and/or the kids

not being with them

I forget all the stuff 

that doesn't really matter: 

school, grades, clothes

and goodbye kisses

It is easy to forgive

when you're on the other side of the world...

... I realise that

this separation 

not a miss is

but of true love 

a manifestation

I feel the bliss of this thought

dismiss the miss

bless the kids

and go out 

to have some

fun

94  .  peace of mind



Sometimes I am very involved 

with the family

I care

That may be good

But sometimes I care too much

I am too involved

I take a step back

and see

that my mind is bugging me

(This may sound hard but... )

I diss the responsibility 

to see my children happy

I let this thought sink in...

THERE IS A SMILE

AnD A HAppY FACE

BECAUSE I REALISE THAT 

I'VE LOST SOME WEIGHT 

FROM MY BACKpACK 

WHICH MAKES ME 

A BETTER DADDY.

Light 
weight
daddy
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... As a parent of four 

Sometimes I see terrible things in my mind

And then 

I understand the 'co' in co-creative

I don't have to be afraid of my thoughts 

Because we co-create

and their will to live 

is way more powerful than 

these worries of mine

I can't help but smile

and with that

my fear for their well-being dissolves

I take a deep breath

and experience

peace of mind.

The power of thought

Our energy: 

thoughts

together with speech and action

create our reality

Our collective energy

us together

creates the world we live in

In this co-creative process

the power of thought

I got lost...
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Lila (7)

how cool would it be 
if this here all 
is nOT real

and the real world
is in our dreams?"

"Daddy Daddy (gets a chill) 
stops everything he's doing 

and thinks:

Wow, what if...
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Children 
play,
I do too
Then when we're out 

at some Amsterdam playground

people stop

and stare

You know that look:

"What a nice daddy

playing with his kids

on skates, waveboards and ripstiks

climbing

and running after bikes..."  

I let them be

I am just honest to me

and do exactly

what I like.

WAAAH O E E E
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In other words:

open
your 
eyes.

I tell myself

and my kids

when you break the rules (not if)

Make sure you think first

Make sure you watch out

So when you bike 

through a red light

Make sure 

you do have really good sight
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This gAng
  the brothers, the sisters,  the mama
 and me the mister
 AT EASE I SIT
   and see what life is bringing me

 They're singing out loud
  It think it's Japanese   
 they shout
 I smile
 

How I enjoy this ride
Later I fall asleep

and dream on for a while.
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In yogi style

Out on my bench 

in front of my house

I sit for a while

It feels as if it's time 

for a little behind-closed-eyes 

Then, the sun starts to shine

as bright

as the light

that comes from the kiddies playing in sight

I come at ease

and in my head too

the sun starts to shine. 
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I look at the children

and not at my worries

They are so happy 

so free

almost no memory

Instantly I see

that this path is also good for me

I am prepared

to be as a child

who doesn't really understand

I forget everything

leave it behind

and feel

ALIVE

SO
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Sometimes

I feel like a kid

who is fed up with being smart

I allow myself not to know

not to take part

no goal in the way

Just
let 
me 
play.  

green

red

orange
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Graditude and inspiration

My gratitude goes to the children I grow up with.

I am in particular inspired by:  Yuan for truly being a source of  

wisdom. You just don't worry so much about the things that adults 

worry about; Rio for your sharpness and for giving it to me straight 

- and for your good taste; Lila for flying about as a butterfly from 

the heavens; Liam for your recent loving presence; Mats for mak-

ing it simple and pure; Rosie for being the angel you are. Oliver for 

bumping into me and sharing your story. Furthermore, I would 

like to thank: Alec, Django, Sana, Suus, Mia, Alena and the kids @ 

Schreuder School.

Some more energies I would like to thank:

My wife Miho, mate and educator of our children; Def Tech (a Japa-

nese/Hawaiian rap band) for planting the seed for this book about ten 

years ago with their song Future Child; Schreuder School for giving, 

as far as the system allows, a free, tolerant education; a beach in 

Tulum, Mexico; My late daddy 'Opaatje Frans' who died more than 

thirty years ago but came to life again through the questions of my 

children; the Japanese part of my family: together with my wife Miho 

they are responsible for the Japanese aspects of my children's educa-

tion. I credit them with the broad range of cultural input our children 

have, giving them a wide choice of possibilities from which to pick 

their reality from; India Arie, what you sing in your song 'Better Peo-

ple' is what I tried to do in this book: bridge the cap between young 

and old; Kris Touber for sharing your inspiration; Nella, Rik, Marian, 

Judith and Jani for proof reading; our house and neighborhood for 

creating this perspective on raising children and being raised; all the 

beautiful people in Amsterdam; Earth, Sun and the Universe.
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Spiritual Awakening
(the easy way)

In Spiritual Awakening (the easy way), Timotheus shows us 
the light way to reach enlightenment. The message is sharp, 
raw and straightforward. A surprising combination of spir-
ituality and humor, without being complicated. The words 
have the ability to inspire you and to make you laugh at the 
same time. You can read them over and over again and find 
new perspectives because of their transformative nature, or 
maybe because the words have changed you. Along the way 
we learn why the book is dedicated to Sammy, the neighbor's 
bulldog. Spiritual Awakening (the easy way) is a small but  
effective book for spiritual growth through five simple steps.

‘Sometimes there are only two words on a page and the apotheosis 
of step 3 (have fun – how simple can it be?) is two empty pages 
with the words: "Be the blank page".’ CCCC
– De Volkskrant, Dutch daily newspaper

‘Tim is more than just my enlightened friend. He is a true brother 
on the slippery path on the slopes towards ever more love and light. 
He is inspiring, helping, healing.  And funny.” 
– Tijn Touber, author

‘After reading this book you take a look in a mirror and yes... a 
smile! Timotheus shared his energy so beautifully and clearly in 
this book.’
– Chris Zegers, actor

other books by Tim van der vliet (timotheus)

Spiritual 
Awakening

(the easy way)

by
Timotheus
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Follow Tim van der Vliet

    timotheus (author)

    Tim2Day



Children - Life Teachers is a collection of stories and insights 
on how to educate children and perhaps more importantly, 
how to educate ourselves through the lessons children give. 
This message is portrayed in four parts: Unconditional 
Love, The Mirror, Lose the Ego and Peace of Mind. 

This book will be of great value to parents but other adults 
will find it fun too. If you’re a child (and having prob-
lems with your parents) you may be pleasently surprised.  
Together, let's learn how to be a little more tolerant towards 
each other. 

Sometimes the things that bring peace of mind are in the 
places we cannot see or didn't expect them to be. Please 
open up and start turning pages…
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Children
Life teachers
(4 steps to peace of mind)


